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Abstract 
This is the fourth part in a series of papers developing a tensor product heory of modules for 
a vertex operator algebra. In this paper, we establish the associativity of P( z)-tensor products 
for nonzero complex numbers z constructed in Part III of the present series under suitable con- 
ditions. The associativity isomotphisms constructed in this paper are analogous to associativity 
isomorphisms for vector space tensor products in the sense that they relate the tensor products of 
three elements in three modules taken in different ways. The main new feature is that they are 
controlled by the decompositions of certain spheres with four punctures into spheres with three 
punctures using a sewing operation. We also show that under certain conditions, the existence 
of the associativity isomorphisms i  equivalent o the associativity (or (nonmeromotphic) oper- 
ator product expansion in the language of physicists) for the intertwining operators (or chiral 
vertex operators). Thus the associativity of tensor products provides a means to establish the 
(nonmeromorphic) operator product expansion. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: primary 17B69; Secondary 18D10,81T40 
Introduction 
The present paper (Part IV) is the fourth in a series of papers developing a theory 
of tensor products of modules for a vertex operator algebra. An overview of the theory 
being developed has been given in [4] and the reader is referred to it for the motivation 
and the description of the main results. 
In Part I [ 51, the notions of P ( z ) - and Q ( z )-tensor product for any nonzero complex 
number z are introduced and two constructions of a Q ( z )-tensor product are given based 
on certain results proved in Part II [ 61. In Part III [ 71, the notion of P ( z )-tensor product 
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is discussed in the same way as in Section 4 of Part I for that of Q( z)-tensor product, 
and two constructions of a P( z )-tensor product are given using the results for the 
Q< z)-tensor product. Part III [7] also contains a brief description of the results in [5] 
and [ 61. In the present paper, the associativity for P ( .) -tensor products is formulated 
and the associativity isomorphisms are constructed under certain assumptions on the 
vertex operator algebra and on the products or iterates of two intertwining operators for 
the vertex operator algebra. These assumptions are satisfied by familiar examples and 
will be discussed in separate papers on applications of the theory of tensor products 
developed in the present series of papers. We also show that when the vertex operator 
algebra is rational and products of two intertwining operators are convergent in a suitable 
region, the existence of the associativity isomorphisms i equivalent to the associativity 
(or (nonmeromorphic) operator product expansion in the language of physicists) for 
the intertwining operators (or chiral vertex operators). See Theorems 14.11, 16.3 and 
16.5 for the precise statements of the main results of the present paper. 
Our conventions in this paper is the same as those in [5], [6] and [7]. We also add y 
to our list of formal variables. The symbols zt, ~2,. . will also denote nonzero complex 
numbers. We fix a vertex operator algebra V. The numberings of sections, formulas, 
etc., continues those of Part I, Part II and Part III. 
Part IV is organized as follows: The associativity isomorphisms are constructed in 
Section 14, based on certain assumptions and some lemmas. We also prove in Section 14 
that the existence of the associativity isomorphisms i equivalent to the associativity of 
the intertwining operators. The lemmas used in Section 14 are proved in Section 15. In 
Section 16, we give some conditions and show that they imply the assumptions used in 
the construction of the associativity isomorphisms. 
14. Associativity isomorphisms for P(-)-tensor p~~Iucts 
In this section, we construct he associativity isomorphisms for P( .)-tensor prod- 
ucts. To discuss the associativity we need to consider the compositions of one P(zl)- 
intertwining map and one P (22) -intertwining map for suitable nonzero complex numbers 
zt and 22. Since intertwining maps are maps from Wt @ W2 to ws, not to Ws, we have 
to give a precise meaning of the composition of one P( zt )-intertwining map and one 
P (z2)-intertwining map. Compositions of maps of this type have been defined precisely 
in [ 21 and [ 31. Here we repeat he definition for the concrete xamples of intertwining 
maps. Let Ft and F2 be P( ~1 )- and P( zz)-intertwining maps of type (,+,!!&) and (w$3), 
respectively. If for any w(t) E WI, w(2) E Wz, w(3) E Ws and wc4) E W& the series 
(14.1) 
is absolutely convergent, where for any n E Cc, P,, is the projection map from a module 
to its homogeneous subspace of weight n, we say that the product of FI and F2 exists 
and we call the map from WI @ W2 63 W3 to wd defined by the limits above the product 
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of Ft and F2. Similarly, let Fs and F4 be P (23) - and P( a)-intertwining maps of type 
( ws ) TWZ and &!!&), respectively. If for any W(I) E WI, w(2) E Wz, w(s) E Ws and 
w14) E W& the series 
C( w;~),F~(P~(F~(wu) @w(2))) @ww(3)))w4 (14.2) 
nE@ 
is absolutely convergent, we say that the iterate of F3 and F4 exists and we call the map 
from WI C+ Wz @ W3 to w4 defined by the limits above the iterate of Fs and F4. 
Recall that for any nonzero complex number z and any integer p, there is an iso- 
morphism between the space of P( z )-intertwining maps and the space of intertwining 
operators of the same type (see [7]). Take p = 0 and let YI, Y2, Ys and Y4 be the 
intertwining operators correspond to 9, F2, F3 and F4, respectively. (In this paper, we 
shall always use the isomorphism between the space of P( z )-intertwining maps and 
the space of intertwining operators of the same type associated to p = 0.) Then for 
i = 1,2,3,4, we have 
(14.3) 
The absolute convergence of the series ( 14.1) and ( 14.2) are equivalent to the absolute 
convergence of the series 
(W;4),Y4(Y3(w~1),x1)w(2),n2)w(3))w4 x”=e,c,w9 xn=en~wy, & 
I 1 ’ 2 
respectively. For convenience, we shall write the substitutions, ay, 
Let V be a vertex operator algebra such that for any V-modules WI, Wz, Ws, W4 
and Ws, any two nonzero complex numbers zi and z2 satisfying 1 zi ) > 1~21 > 0 and 
any P( zi )-intertwining map Fl and P( z2)-intertwining map Fz as above, ( 14.1) is 
absolutely convergent for all w(i), w(z), w(3) and wi4). Then (14.4) is also absolutely 
convergent. Recall that we have an isomorphism a-1 : V$w, + VF:w, defined by 
~LI(Y)(w(~),x)w(I) = ex’(-‘)Y(w(l),e-~~riX)w~g) 
for W(I) E WI, ~(5) E W5 ad Y E Vzw5 ( see [l] and [6]). Its inverse is L$ : 
Vzw, ---) V$, defined by 
fh(Y)(w(1bx)w(5) = e xL(-1)Y(w~5),eff’ix)w(1) 
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for w(t) E WI, W(S) E Ws and Y E V$, . Let F3 and F4 be P(b)- and P(a)- 
intertwining maps, respectively, as above, and Ys and 74 the corresponding intertwining 
operators. Thus 
($4) 9 ~4(~3(~(1),~I)~(2)~x2)w(3))w~ x,=z3 x2=z4 
= (~;4),~~~-1~~4>>~~3~~,~,~~1>~(2,~~2~~(3,)W~ 
x1=23. x2=24 
= W{4), ( exZL(-‘)~-*(~4)(w(3),e”‘x2)~3(w(~,,xl)w(2,)w~ x,=L3 x2_z4 
. - 
= (ex2L(‘)w;4), a-,(y4)(w(3,,e”‘x2)y3(w(l,,xl)w(2))wq 
x,=z3. x*=24 
= 
(e 
24UI) ’ ~(4)r~-1~~4~~~(3,~~2~~3~~(1,~~1~~(2,~w, xI=L3 x2=etiz4v 
where for convenience, we have used Jx,=z3, x2=ewiiL( to denote 
(14.6) 
(and we shall use the similar notations below). Using the isomorphism between the 
space of P (--~q)-intertwining maps and the space of intertwining operators and the iso- 
morphism between the space of P( zs)-intertwining maps and the space of intertwining 
operators, we see that the right-hand side of ( 14.6) is equal to the product of a P( -a)- 
intertwining map and a P(zs)-intertwining map evaluated at w(3) %I w(r) @ w(2) E 
W3 @ WI @I W2 and paired with ez4L(1)w{4j E Wi. By assumption, the right-hand side 
of (14.6) is convergent absolutely when ( - ~41 > 1231 > 0 or equivalently when 
[al > (~3 ( > 0. Thus we have proved half of the following result: 
Proposition 14.1. For any vertex operator algebra V the following two properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
For any V-modules WI, Wz, W3, W4 and Ws, any nonzero complex numbers z1 
and 22 satisfying 1~1) > lzz I > 0 and any P ( ZI )-intertwining map Ft of type 
(w!$,) and P ( ZZ) -intertwining map F2 of type (wy&) the product of Fl and F2 
exists. 
For any V-modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and Ws, any nonzero complex numbers z3 
and ~4 satisfying 1241 > jz3 1 > 0 and any P (~3) -intertwining map F3 of type 
(wy&3) and P (zq) -intertwining map F4 of type (w$2) the iterate of F3 and F4 
exists. 
The other half of this result can be proved similarly. 
We need the following result on products of the S-function: 
Lemma 14.2. For any two nonzero complex numbers z1 and zz satisfying 
Iz11 > 1221 > JZI - 221 > 0, (14.7) 
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we have 
(14.8) 
(14.9) 
(14.10) 
(14.11) 
The left-hand sides and the right-hand sides of these formulas are formal series in 
no, x1, x2 whose co&cients converge absolutely when (zr ( > (~21 > 0 and when 1~21 > 
1 z1 - z2 ( > 0, respectively, to rational functions of z1 and z2 with the only possible poles 
ZI = co,O, 22 = cm,0 and z1 = z2. 
This result will be proved in the next section. 
Now we assume that V satisfies either one of the properties in Proposition 14.1. By 
that proposition, V satisfies both properties. For any P( zr )-intertwining map Fr and 
P( z2)-intertwining map F2 as in Proposition 14.1, using the notation in the theory of 
(partial) operads (see [ 21 and [ 31) , we denote the product of FI and F2 by y( FI ; I, F2). 
The reader should note the well-definedness of the expressions in the calculations below. 
Using the definitions of y( Fl; I, F2) and of P( z1 )-intertwining map, we have 
= Cl 
mEC 
w~4),x;‘s(y)x;ls(~) 
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= 
W 
J&)J,‘S (??+‘qy) 
rnEC nEc 
* y4(~,~0)~m(4(~(1) @‘pn(F2(W(2) @ w(3)H)& 
= 
Cc( 
$,),X,‘S (y)P,(x;‘s(y) 
met rzE@ 
*y4(fA~o)~l(w(l) @‘pn(F2(W(2) @w3~)N))w4 
= 
W 
w;4),x~‘s (y)P,(,;‘qy) 
rnEC IEC 
~~l~s~u,xl~w(l)~Pn~~2~w(2)~w~3~~~~))wI 
+ c c(w;4)J;’ s(y)P_(+(~) 
rnEC ilE@ 
*6(w) @ Y5(~,~O)Prz(~2(W~2) ~wo,)~~))w, 
= W{J), q’s 
( 
(~)zl-‘s(~) 
.Y(~‘;~,Fz)(~(~,~l)w(l) @W(2) @W(3)) w, 
> 
+ cc&t,*+ (y)Pm(x;Is(~) 
mEC IZEC 
. e(w) 8 ys(~,~O)Pn(~2(‘47(2) a w(3J)4)w4 (14.12) 
for all u E V, WC’) E W’, w(2) E W2, w(3) E W3 and wt4) E Wi. By the definition of 
P( z2)-intertwining map, the second term in the right-hand side of ( 14.12) becomes 
c c(w;4). P,(x?S(~)FI (WC’) 
rnEC KC 
8 s(“;‘s(y) x5(~,~0)~2(W(2) 69 W(3)) w4 
)))> 
= CC(W;~),Pm(X;lS(~)~l(w(l) 
mE@ nE@ 
@ P,(z;‘yy) ~2(y2(~7~2)W(Z) @W(3)) we 
)))> 
+ C C(W;4)rPm(X;‘S(~)4 (W(l) 
mEC nEC 
fi(W(2) @&(h~Oo)W(3)) wd 
)))> 
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*y(~l;~v~2)(w(I) B’(2) @fiy3(~,~O)W(3)) 
> 
w4. 
Substituting (14.13) into (14.12), we obtain 
= w;,),x,‘s ( (y+-q?!y) 
+ (w;+;I s(y)x+(y) 
*Y(h;LF2)(w(l) 8 W(2) @5(u,~obq3,)))w4. 
Since (14.14) holds for any wt4) E IV& we obtain 
* (y4(~,xo)Y(~l;~,F2))(w(I) 63 W(2) @W(3)) 
= x;‘~(~)z;‘~(~) 
~Y(~l;z,~2)(~(~,xl)w(*) @W(2) @W(3))) 
-y(F1;Z,F2)(q1, @ y2(hX2)W(P) @W(3))) 
179 
(14.13) 
(14.14) 
(14.15) 
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We are mainly interested in ( 14.14). The left-hand side of (14.14) can be written as 
. y&~Ou’1(_,~)-w 
u,x~l)~;,),Y(~l;z,F*)(w(l) 8 W(2) 8 W(3)) 
> 
. 
w4 
(14.16) 
First replacing u by ( -x~)Lfo)e-xoL(l)u and then replacing x0 by xi* in both (14.16) 
and the right-hand side of ( 14.14)) we obtain 
~y41~~~~o~~;~)~Y~~l;~~~2~~w(l) @W(Z) @W(3)) 
> 
w4 
+ (w~~),x~‘s(“I,:“1)z~‘~(x~1z~x2) 
*Y(h;I,m(w(l) @Y2((-x0 ) -2 L(“)e-x~‘L(l)u, x2) wt2) 63 wc3)) )>w, 
*Y(Fl;I,F2)(w(l) @W(2) ~~((-xo2)L(o)e-c’L(‘) u.x,-‘w3)4w4. 
(14.17) 
Note that the map Y(FI ; I, Ed : WI 8 W2 8 ~3 --i iV4 amounts to a map from w; to 
(WI @ W2 CQ W3) * and that the coefficients of 
in powers of x0, x1 and x2, for all u E V, span 
V@&+C[t,t-‘,(Z;l -t)_‘,(z,-‘--t)_l]# 
Thus the formula ( 14.17) motivates the definition of the following action ~b:),,,~~~ of 
V@3+~rt,t-‘,(z,’ - t)--1, (z2--1 - t>-‘1 
on (wl @w2@&)*: 
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= x;lq ““:, z2)zl-ls( xi-‘, “1) 
* A(~((-~~2)L(O)e-~~‘L(*)U,X,)W(1) 63 W(2) @W(3))) 
+ x;lq Zl ~x~1)zT16( G*i, “2) 
. A(W(1) 8 y2((-x~2)~~~~~-‘,-‘~~I)u,r2)w(2) @I W(3))) 
+ x;ls( Zl Ix:“l)x;‘s( “;?I) 
* h(W(1) @ W(2) 0 fi( (-x~2)~(o)e-~~‘~f’)u,~~‘)w~g))) (14.18) 
for all A E (WI 8 WZ 8 W3)* and w(1) E WI, w(2) E W2 and wc3) E w3. 
Similarly, for any P (z3)-intertwining map F3 and P( a)-intertwining map F4 as in 
Proposition 14.1, we denote the iterate of F3 and F4 by y( F4; F3, I). Similarly to the 
discussion for y( 9; I, F2), we can show that 
.~(u,xo)~;~),Y(F~;F~,Z)(~(,) @w(2) @w(3)) 
> 
we 
= W[4), XT’6 
( 
( z4 ;:“‘)*;ls(Ey). 
- y(F4; F3rZ)(w(1) 8 w(2) @ I’( (-x~2)~co~~-x,-‘~~1~~,x~1)w~3~)) 
W(4) 
+ w~4,,z~‘S(““1,x~)z~~~(~). 
l 
. y(F4; F3,Z)(Y((-x~2)L~o~~-‘,-‘L0u,x~)w~1~ 8 wC2) 8 wC3)) > W(4) 
+ w~4),z~lg(~~11Qx2)x;lg(~) 
( 
~Y(F~;F~,Z)(W(I) ~Y((-~~2)L(o)~-‘~‘L(1)u,x2)w~~~ @w(g))) 
W(4) 
(14.19) 
for any ~(1) E WI, ~(2) E W2, w(3) E W3 and tiC4) E W& Note that all terms in both 
sides of (14.19) are well defined. Since the components of 
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in powers of x0, XI and x2 span 
v~L+~=[T,t-~,((z3+24)-‘-t)-*,(Z~’-~)-’], 
(14.19) motivates the following definition of an action T$~)Z~+~,~) of 
V~t+C[t,t-1,((Z~+Z4)-‘-t)-‘,(2~1-~t)-~l 
on A E (WI @J W2 @ W3)*: 
. NW(l) cz3 W(2) c3 Y( (-x~2)~(o),-x,-‘~(‘)~,x~I)W~3)) 
* A(W(1) @ Y( (-x~2)~(o)e-r,-‘~(~)U,x2)w(p) 63 W(3)) (14.20) 
for all A E (WI @ W2 @ W3)* and w(1) E WI, W(Z) E W2 and w(3) E W3. 
From (14.8), (14.9), (14.10) and (14.11), we see that 
(1) (2) 
TPhz21 = TP(LI,22) 
when (14.7) holds. 
When (14.7) holds, let 
(14.21) 
(14.22) 
and 
Y;(Z,,Z*)(uJ) = $(&,,(K(UJ)) = #&ZJyl(uJ)). (14.23) 
We call the eigenspaces of the operator L~C,,,ZZj (0) the P (~1, z2) -weight subspaces (or 
P ( ~1, z2 )-homogeneous subspaces) of ( WI ~3 W2 8 W3 )* , and we have the corresponding 
notions of P(zl, z2)-weight vector (or P(zl, zz)-homogeneous vector) and P(ZI ,z2)- 
weight. 
Let WI, W2, W3, W4 and W5 be V-modules, 4, Fz, F3 and F4 P(zl)-, P(zz>-, 
P(ZI - z2)- and P(zz)-intertwining maps of type (w!$5), (,+!!&), (wy$2) and (,+!!~3)~ 
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respectively. Then the restrictions to Wi of the adjoint maps of the product y( F,; Z, Fz) 
of FI and F2 when 1.~1 ( > 1221 > 0 and of the iterate y(F’; F3, Z) of F3 and F4 when 
1221 > IZI - z21 > 0 are maps y( Fl ; I, F2)’ and y( F4; F3, I)‘, respectively, from Wi to 
(WI @ W2 @ W3)* defined by 
(r(Fl;Z,F2)‘(~;4)))(~(1) @ ~(2) @w(3)) 
= (w;4),~l(w~I),~,)~2(w~2).~2)w~3))W~ 
x1=z1. x1=21 
( 14.24) 
and 
(Y(F~;F~,Z)‘(~;~)))(W~,) 8 w(2) 8 w(3)) 
= (W;,),Y4(y3(W(l),XI)W~.L)rX2)W(3)))W4 X,=L3 x2=24v (14.25) 
respectively. It is easy to verify that for any wt4) E W& Y(FI;I,&)‘(w[~)) and 
y( F3; Fe, I)‘( wi4)) satisfy the following conditions for A E (WI 18 W2 8 W3)* when 
( 14.7) holds: 
The P(z1, z&compatibility condition. (a) The P ( ZI , ~2) -lower truncation condition: 
For all u E V, the formal Laurent series Y~Cz,,z2) (u, x)A involves only finitely many 
negative powers of x. 
(b) The following formula holds: 
for all u E V, 
or equivalently, 
for all u E V. (14.27) 
The P(zl, ZZ)-local grading-restriction 
tion: A is a (finite) sum of eigenvectors 
(b) Let W,, be the smallest subspace 
condition. (a) The P ( ZI ,z2) -grading con&- 
of G(,,,z2) (0) 9 
of (WI 8 W2 8 W3)* containing A and stable 
under the component operators r(‘) 
II E Z. Then the weight spaces 
P~z,,t2~(~@f’) of the operators Y~cL,,Pj(~,x) for u E V, 
(W ) A cn), n E @, of the (graded) space WA have the 
properties 
(14.26) 
dim( WA)(,) < co for IZ E Cc, (14.28) 
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(WA)(~) = 0 for n whose real part is sufficiently small. (14.29) 
These two conditions are the analogues of the corresponding conditions for rpCr) and 
TQ(z). But in this case, we also have to consider two additional conditions. To state the 
conditions, it is convenient to introduce the following concepts: Let W be a vector space 
and W* its dual. A formal sum xnEC w,* where wi E W*, n E C, is called a series in 
W*. A series xnE6: w,* in W* is said to be absolutely comergent if for any w E W, the 
sum CnEQ: 1 w,*(w) 1 is convergent. If CnEC w,* is absolutely convergent, hen for any 
w E W, the sum xnEC w,*(w) is also convergent and the limits for all w E W define 
an element of W*. This element is called the limit of the series CnEC w,“. If a series 
c nEC w,* of homogeneous vectors in a C-graded subspace of W* (graded by weights) 
has the property that for any w E W, the weights of all those vectors w,’ in the series 
such that w,*(w) # 0 can be arranged to give a sequence of strictly increasing real 
numbers, we say that this series is a series indexed by sequences of strictly increasing 
real numbers. We consider the following two conditions for A E (WI @ W2 C?J W3) *: 
The P(z&local grading-restriction condition. (a) The P (~2) -grading condition: For 
any w(t) E WI, the element ,x:&, E ( WZ @ Ws)* defined by 
maw,, (I) (W(2) @ W(3) ) = NW(l) 8 W(2) @W(3)) (14.30) 
for all w(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3, is the limit of an absolutely convergent series of 
P( z2)-weight vectors in (W2 @ Ws) * indexed by sequences of strictly increasing real 
numbers. 
(‘I (b) For my ~(1) E WI, let WA,w,l, be the smallest subspace of (W28 Ws)* containing 
the P (22) -weight vectors in the series absolutely convergent to ,u($,, and stable under 
the component operators rp(zz) (U 8 t”) of the operators Yi(,) (u, x) for u E V, n E Z. 
Then the weight spaces ( W:,!,&,, )cn), n E C, of the (graded) space Wi,!&, have the 
properties 
dim( Wi!,&,,)(,,) < 00 for n E Cc, (14.31) 
(W1,$,,)(fl) = 0 for n whose real part is sufficiently small. (14.32) 
The P(zl - z&local grading-restriction condition. (a) The P( z1 - z2)-grading con- 
dition: For any w(3) E Ws, the element pi:&, E (WI @ WZ) * defined by 
&,,, (W(1) @ W(2)) = A(W(l, @ W(2) @W(3)) (14.33) 
for all wC1) E WI and w(2) E W2, is the limit of an absolutely convergent series of 
P(zl - z2)-weight vectors in (WI ~4 Wz)’ indexed by sequences of strictly increasing 
real numbers. 
t2) (b) For any ~(3) E Wsr let WA,w(3, be the smallest subspace of (WI 8 W2) * containing 
the P(zl - .22)-weight vectors in the series absolutely convergent to p$,,, and stable 
under the component operators 
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vyz,-z,)t~ @ t”) 
of the operators YL(,,_,,) (u, X) for u E V, n E Z. Then the weight spaces (~~~,&, ) (,,I, 
IZ E Cc, of the (graded) space Wf&, have the properties 
dim( Wi:&)(,,) < CO for n E Cc, (14.34) 
(W&,)(n) = 0 for n whose real part is sufficiently small. (14.35) 
We have: 
Lemma 14.3. Let a, zz be complex numbers atisfying ( 14.7). Assume that A E (WI @I 
W2 @ W3)* satisfies the P( ZI , z2) -compatibility condition. Then for any v E V and 
W(3) E W3r 
is well defined and we have 
Similarly, for any v E V and any w(1) E WI, 
is well dejned and we have 
Tp(z2) (x;‘s( “-1, z2)rr(h +AI!,,: 
= x;16(x-:; z2)Y~(z,_z*)(U'X)~~I~~I). 
(14.36) 
(14.37) 
The proof of this result will be given in the next section. 
We now assume that V is rational and all irreducible V-modules are l-graded. Note 
that in this case all V-modules are W-graded. We show that y(Fr ; I, F~)‘(w’(~)) satisfies 
the P( z2)-local grading-restriction condition. We assume that w{~) is homogeneous. For 
any homogeneous element w(r) E WI, let (Y,( w[~), w(l)), n E C, be the elements of 
(w2 @ w3)* defined by 
= ~W;4)r~ltW(l) @ Pn(F2(W(2) @ W(3)))))W4. (14.38) 
By the commutator formula for L(0) and F2, the definition LIpCz2) (0) and the definition 
of intertwining map, it is easy to verify that cy, ( w{~), W(I)), n E Cc, are P( z2)-weight 
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vectors and are in W$IP(,,) W3. From our assumption that V satisfies either and thus both, 
properties in Proposition 14.1, the series CnEC cu, (wi4), w( 1) ) is absolutely convergent 
to ~:~~*;I,F*))(W;I)).W(*). To show that this series is indexed by sequences of strictly 
increasing real numbers, we need the following lemma, whose proof will be given in 
the next section: 
Lemma 14.4. Let WI, W2 and W3 be three modules for a rational vertex operator 
algebra V and Y : WI @ W2 + W3{x} an intertwining operator of rype (wy$2. > Then 
there txist$nitely many complex numbers hl , . . . , h, such that y is in fact a map from 
W]@Ww:! toX~~W3[[X,X-‘]]+** . + xhp W3 [ [x, x-* ] 1. If all irreducible V-modules are 
R-graded, hl , . . . , h, are real numbers. 
Combining this lemma with the lower truncation condition for the intertwining op- 
erator Y2 corresponding to F2, we see that there exists a sequence {ni}icz+ of strictly 
increasing real numbers uch that 
Y2(w(P),xP)w(3) = c(w(2))-,i-lw(3)x;. (14.39) 
iEZ+ 
Thus for any ~(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3, if n # wt w(2) + ni + I + wt w(3), i E Z+, 
Mw;q),w(I)))(w(P) @W(3)) 
= ( w;,),Nw(~) 8 pn(F2(w(2) 8 w(3)))))w., 
= ( w;,),Fl(w(l) ~p.(Y2(w(2)~x2)w(3)))))W~~~~=~~ 
= ( w;,),F,(w(,j ~p.(c(w(z,)-.i-lw(3)x~))))W,l 
iG+ 
xz=zz 
= 0. ( 14.40) 
so ZIEQ: ffn ($4) 1 W(I)) is indexed by sequences of strictly increasing real numbers. 
This proves that y( FI ; I, F2) ‘( w:~) satisfies the P (~2) -local grading-restriction con- 
dition. Similarly we can show that y(F4; F~,Z)‘(W[~)) satisfies the P(zt - .Q)-local 
grading restriction condition. 
Assume in addition that the vertex operator algebra V has the property that for any 
modules WI, WZ, W3, W4 and W5, any ZI, 22 E Cc satisfying (14.7), any P(zr)- and 
P( z2)-intertwining maps Fl and F2 of the types as above and any wi4) E W& the 
element y( FI; I, F2)‘(wt4)) in (WI 8 Wz 8 W3)* satisfies the P(ZI - z2)-local grading- 
restriction condition. Let Yr and Y2 be the intertwining operators corresponding to 
Fl and F2, respectively. For z E Cx , we define the P(zl - z2 + zz2)- and P(zzz)- 
intertwining maps F: and F$ of the same types as those of F, and F2, respectively, 
by 
F: = Y(*vx) * lI’zI_P2+zL2~ F; = Y(.,x) * /I=zz2- (14.41) 
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If 0 < ]zJ < k$$l, we have ]zr -Z~+ZZZ] > 12221 >O.Thustheproducty(F~;Z,F$) 
exists. 
By assumption, there is a series ‘&c cy, ( w[~), w(3)) indexed by sequences of strictly 
increasing real numbers of P( zr - z2)-weight vectors in (WI 63 W2)* converging abso- 
lutely to the element 
P (21 y(A;I.Fz)'(w;,,),wcs, (14.42) 
of (WI 53 Wz)’ when ( 14.7) holds. By the definitions of the element in ( 14.42), 
L’ p~z,-z2~(0) and Y(FI;I,FI)‘, we see that for any w(1) E WI, ~(2) E W2, w(3) E W3, 
w’C4, E Wi and formal variable X, 
( ( 1 _ X) -G:, -22) (rQ(2) 
~(F~;I,F2)‘(w;~)),w,,))(~(l) @’ w(2)) 
= p;%,:!,&)‘(W;41 ).W(j, ( ( ’ - ‘) - 
~zr-z2~~~-~~-L~O~W~1) @ (1 _ x)-uo)w(2)) 
= (Y(Fl;z,Fl)‘(w~4)))((1 -x1- ~zl-z2~~~-1~-~~o~w(l) 
@ (1 - x)-L(o)w(2) 8 W(3)) 
= (w{+Y,(( 1 - .)-(zl-z2)~(-1)-~(o)w(1),nl) 
*Y,((l - x)-L’o’w(2),x2)w~3))W4 * (14.43) 
x1=z1, x2=z2 
Using the commutator formulas for L(O), L( -1) and intertwining operators, we see by 
direct calculations that the right-hand side of ( 14.43) is equal to 
($4) 9 ( 1 - x> - ~~~~t-z2~~-~~~yl(w(,),x1) 
* Y2(W(2).X2) (1 - x)~(o)-z2t(-l)w(3,)W 
I x1=zt, x2=z2 
By Lemma 9.3 in [6] which gives the formula 
(l-x) QO)-z&(--I) = ez2xu-l)( 1 _ x)Lm, 
(14.44) is equal to 
($qp (1 -x)- L(“b-z2xL(-1)yl(W(l),Xl) 
* Y2(W(2)rX2b Z2W4)( 1 - x)L(o)w(3))w 
= ((1 -x)-~~~~w~~),yl(w(l),xl -z2X)4 X’=z1’x2=z2 
. Y,(W(Z), x2 - z2x) (1 - x)L(o)w(3))w4 
I 
= ((1 -xx)-L~o~w;~),Yl~w(l),xl~ 
x1=z1, xz=z2 
*Y,(w,,,,x,>(l - x)L(o)w(3))w4 
x,=zI-z2x. x*=z*-z2x 
(14.44) 
(14.45) 
The calculations above show that the left-hand side of ( 14.43) is equal to the right- 
hand side of ( 14.45). Since in the right-hand side of ( 14.45), we can substitute 1-et’s’ 
for x when 0 < JzJ < ]zi - z2]/2(22], we can also substitute 1- el’sz for x when 0 < 
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lzl < Iz1 - QIPI I 22 in the left-hand side of ( 14.43), and after the substitutions, the 
left-hand side of (14.43) and the right-hand side of (14.45) are still equal. So we have 
(e- (logzw;,,,_,,,(o) (2) ~Y(FI;I,F~)‘(w;,,),w~~, )(W(I) @W(2)) 
= (e-(~o~zw’(o) ’ 
W~~)rYl(W(l)r-Q 
(14.46) 
Since a,,( w{~), w(g)), n E Cc, are weight vectors, we have 
e-(logzw~(,,_:2,(o) (2) 
~y(Fr:~,F2)~(w;,,),w,s, = Can(w’(4),wt3))e - wt a. (w;4) ,W(31) log z 
nEC 
(14.47) 
when (14.7) holds and 0 < IzI < Izt - z2~/2~22~. By (14.46) and (14.47), we obtain 
#) 
y(F~;i;l,F2L)‘(wl~,),wo) = c an(W{4j,W(3))e 
-(Wta;,(W&.Wt3) )+wt+& -WtWr3)) log2 
nE@ 
(14.48) 
when (14.7) holds and 0 < l.zl < Izt - z2(/2/22(. When 
/ZI - z2 + zz2l > lzzzl > IZl - 221 > 0, 
by Lemma 14.3, lI~~~~;I.~~)‘(W14,),W~3i satisfies ( 14.36). Since the open set on the z-plane 
given by 1 ZI - z2 + zz2 1 > 1 zz2 1 > 0 is connected and ~$;,,F; j,(w;qj ) ,wy3, is defined and 
analytic in z when Izr - 22 + zz2I > 1~~21 > 0, the coefficients in powers of x and XI 
of both sides of ( 14.36) with A = y( F;’ ; I, F,j >‘( wi4) ) , as (multi-valued) functions of 
z can be analytically extended to lzt - 22 + zz2J > Jzzq > 0 and are still equal. When 
(14.7) holds and 0 < IzI < Izt - z2~/2~22~, these coefficients can be expanded as series 
in powers of e ‘Ogz By part (b) of the P( ZI - 22) -local grading-restriction condition . 
which we assumed to be satisfied by y( FI ; I, F2), a,( w[~), w(3)), n E @, satisfies the 
P(zl - zz)-lower truncation condition. Thus for any n E @, 
XI -‘a ( x-’ - (Zl - z2) XI > Y~(,,-Z,)(U.X)(Y,(W’(q)rW(3)) 
exists. By (14.48), the coefficients in powers of x and nt of 
Xl --‘a ( x-l - (Zl - z2) > y X1 P(Zl -z2) (07 x) 
. E h(w;4),w~3j)e 
-(Wt0,,(W;4) .W(3) )+wtw;,, -wt W(3) ) log 2 
nEC 
> 
exist since they are in fact the expansions as series in powers of e”sz of the analytic 
extensions of the coefficients in powers of x and x1 of the right-hand side of (14.36) 
with A=y(F,Z;I,F~)‘(w;,,). Weobtain 
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TP(z*-z*) $6 ( ( 
x-l - (Zl - z2) 
x, )Mv,d) 
*CC 
Lu”(W’(4),W~3))e-1Wt~.(WI,,.W~3))+~t~~~,-wtwt3,)logz 
nE@ 
> 
= x,16 
( 
x-l - (Zl - z2) 
x1 ) 
yL(,,-z*) (0, x> 
%b44),w(3))e 
-~wtcr.~W;,,.W(3~~+WtW;~)--WtW(3)~10gz 
> 
(14.49) 
nEC 
when (14.7) holds and 0 < [z\ < (zl - z21/21221. We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 14.5. Let f(z) be a multi-valued complex analytic function of z in a neigh- 
borhood of 0 with 0 deleted. If for z in this neighborhood and argz satisfying 0 5 
arg z < 2~, f (z ) can be expanded as 
c 
a,emilOg~ 
I 9 (14.50) 
iEZ+ 
where {mi}iEZ+ is a sequence of strictly increasing real numbers, then the sequence 
{mi}icz+ and the coeficients ai, i E Z +, are uniquely determined by f ( z ) . 
The proof of this result will be given in the next section. 
By assumption, we see that for z in this neighborhood and argz satisfying 0 5 
argz<2?r, 
E CG(W{+, w(3))e 
-_(wtcr,(w;~).w(3))+wtwl~)--wtwo)) log2 
> 
(W(l) @W(2)) 
nEC 
for any w( 1) E WI and ~(2) E W2, as a multi-valued function of z , satisfies the condition 
in Lemma 14.5. Thus the coefficients of both sides of (14.49) in powers of x and xt 
applied to w(t) ~3 w(2) also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 14.5. By Lemma 14.5, 
the coefficients of the left-hand side and of the right-hand side of ( 14.49) in powers of 
et”sz are equal. Since we have already shown that for any n E C, 
x,9 ( x-l - (Zl - 22) X1 > Y~(,,_,,)(~,n)a”tW;4),W(3)) 
exists, we obtain 
TP(z1-z2) x,‘s ( ( x-l - (Zl - z2) xl )~(u,x))n.(w;,,,w(3)) 
= x,9 
( 
x-l - (Zl - z2) 
X1 > 
Y~(z,-z,)(~,X)(yn(W;4)~w(3))~ (14.51) 
proving that cu,( w{~), ~(3) > , n E C, satisfy the P (zl - zz)-compatibility condition. 
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So LY, ( w{~), w(s)), n E Cc, are in fact elements of W~K!P(~,-~~) W:! and ( 14.42) can 
be regarded as an element of WIQ(,,_,) W2. Let Ys be the intertwining operator corre- 
sponding to the P(zl - z&intertwining map !XP(,,-~~). We have: 
Lemma 14.6. Let G E Hom(W1 [XIP(~,-~~) W2, (W[4) @ W3)*> be defined by 
(14.52) 
for w E WI &y,,-,,) W2, $4) E Wi and w(3) E W3. Then G intertwines the two 
actions 7~ l~P(rl_-;2j~Z andTQ(z2) ofV~3+~[t,t-‘,(z+t)-‘l on WI~JP(~~_~~~W~ andon 
(W[q @ W3)*. 
This result will be proved in the next section. 
By this lemma and Remark 5.4 in [ 51 (Remark I. 10 in [ 71)) there exists an inter- 
twining operator Y4 of type (w,MpC:,~~,w2 ws) such that 
(‘%Mw;,) B”‘(3)) = (w;,),y4(w,x2)w(3))W4 
XZ=ZZ 
(14.53) 
for w E WI&(,,-,,)W2 and wt4) E Wi and ~(3) E W3. By Remark 13.2 in [7], (14.52), 
(14.53) and the absolute convergence of iterates of intertwining operators, 
(2) 
~Ur(~,~r,Fz)‘(w;,,),w(s, (w) @W(2)) 
= (G(Y3(W(l)+XOh”(2))) cw;4)* w(3)) Xg=Z1_-LZ 
= (~;4),~4(~3(~(1)~0)~(2),~2)~(3))W~ (14.54) 
xa=z1 - z, xz=zz 
for any wi4) E W4, ~(1) E WI, w(2) E W2 and w(s) E Ws and any Z~,ZP E C 
satisfying ( 14.7). Let YI and Y2 be the intertwining operators corresponding to Ft and 
F2, respectively. Then for any w(4) E W4, w(l) E Wl, w(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3 and 
any zt ,z2 E Cc satisfying ( 14.7)) we obtain 
= (W;4),~4(~3(w(1),xO)w(2),x2)w(3))W~ 
xrJ=z, -z2. xz=zz 
Similarly, if in addition to the assumptions that V has one of the properties in 
proposition 14.1, that V is rational and that all irreducible V-modules are R-graded, 
we assume that the vertex operator algebra V has the property that for any modules 
WI, W2, W3, W4 and Wg, any 21,~~ E Cc satisfying (14.7), any P(ZI - z2)- and P(zz)- 
intertwining maps F3 and F4 of the types as above and any wt4) E W& the element 
y(F4; F~,Z)‘(W[~)) of (WI @ W2 @ W3)* satisfies the P(z2)-local grading-restriction 
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condition, we can show that for any intertwining operators Ys and Yd of the same types 
as those for F3 and F4, respectively, there exist intertwining operators Yt and Y, such 
that (14.55) holds for any w{~, E W4, W(I) E WI, ~(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3 and any 
~1, z2 E Cc satisfying ( 14.7). 
We still assume, in addition to the assumptions that V has one of the properties in 
Proposition 14.1, that V is rational and that all irreducible V-modules are R-graded, that 
the vertex operator algebra V has the property that for any modules WI, W2, W3, W4 
and W5, any zl, z2 f C satisfying (14.7), any P( zl)- and P( z2)-intertwining maps FI 
and F2 of the types as above and any wi4) E W& the element y( Fl; I, F2)‘( wi4)) in 
( W1 @ W2 $3 Ws) * satisfies the P (~1 - ~2) -local grading restriction condition. For any 
P( ZI - z2)-intertwining map F3 and P (z2)-intertwining map F4 of the types as above, 
when ( 14.7) holds, using ( 14.6) and & and ~2-1, we have 
. ~(n-,(Y,))(W,l,,XO)W(2))W4 
I .xiJ=z, --L2, xz=ewiz2 
= (e 
22L’(l) f 
w(4), R-l(Y4)(W(3),X2)eXoL’-” 
* n-l(Y3)(W(2),e~i’ixO)w(l))W4 Xg=Z1_LZ x2=e~iizz 
= (e 
zzL’(1) I 
W(4),exoL’-“.-l(Y4>(w(3),~2 -x0) 
. n-l(Y3)(w(2)ye~ix0)w(l))W4 xg=z,_z2 
I 
x2=e~iiLz 
= (e 
ZlL’(l) 1 
W(,),n-l(Y4)(W,,,,Xl) 
. n-l(y3)(W(2),XO)W(1))W4 XI=edzl Xo=ewi~zI_-Lz~~ (14.56) 
By the proof of (14.55) above, there exist a module W6 and intertwining operators Ys 
and Y6 of type (wy$2) and (wy&), respectively, such that when Jzt 1 > Izl -z21 > 1221 > 0, 
On the other hand, when lzrl > \zt - z2) > 1221 > 0, 
(14.57) 
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= (ezlL’(*)w;4)Iy6(~(R--I(y5))(w(s),x2) 
. W(2), xo)w(l))W 
X2=&22. xO=e~~(zl-zz) 
f (ez1L’(1)w~4~,~~(ex2L(-*)~_~(yS)(w(2)re”ixp) 
* q3)Jo)w(I))w4 
I x2=P~zz. xo=e”(z1-22) 
= 
(e 
ZIL’CI) f w(,,,Y,(n-l(Y,)(w(2),enix2) 
* w(3),xo + X2)+ql,)W, I x2a?~iz2. x0-e” ( ZI - z2) 
By the L( -1)-derivative property for intertwining operators, both sides of ( 14.56), 
(14.57) and (14.58) are analytic (multi-valued) functions of zr and 22. By these three 
formulas, we see that the left-hand side of ( 14.56) is equal to the value of an branch 
of the analytic extension of the right-hand side of ( 14.58) at (zt,z2) satisfying (14.7). 
Thus we can find p, q E Z such that if we let 
Y7(.,x) =LL-~(Y5>(~,e2wp’x), ( 14.59) 
YS(‘,x) =%(‘rezTqiX), (14.60) 
which are obviously also intertwining operators and let F7 and F8 be the P( -zl )- and 
P( z2)-intertwining maps corresponding to Y7 and Ys, respectively, then when (14.7) 
holds, 
(Y(F~;F~,I)‘(~;~)))(w(I) @w(2) @w(3)) 
= (e “L’(1)w;4),Ys(Y~(W(2),x2)W(3)1XI)W~1))WI xl=e”‘t, X2’zz’ 1 
= (y(Fg; F7,1)‘(ez’L’(1)w~~)))(wo @w(3) @W(I)). (14.61) 
Since (y( Fs; F-J, I)‘(ezlL’(1)w:4))) satisfies the P( 22)~local grading-restriction condi- 
tion, by this formula, we see that y( F3; F4, I)‘( wi4)) satisfies the P( z2)-local grading- 
restriction condition. We have shown half of the following result: 
Proposition 14.7. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra, that all irre- 
ducible V-modules are R-graded and that V has one of the properties in Proposition 
14.1. Then the following two properties are equivalent: 
( 1) For any V-modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and W5, any nonzero complex numbers 
ZI and 22 satisfying (14.7), any P(zl)-intem~ining map FI of type (,,!!&) and 
P(zz)-intertwining map F2 of type (w!$3) and any W;4, E Wi, 
r(F~Lfi)‘(w;q)) E (WI @W2 @W3)* 
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satisfies the P ( ZI - ~2) -local grading-restriction condition. 
(2) For any V-modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and WS, any nonzero complex numbers zt 
and z2 satisfying (14.7) and any P (~1 - ~3) -intertwining map F3 of type (w,!$,) 
and P( z2)-intertwining map F4 of type ($,) and any wi4) E Wi, 
Y(F~;F~.Z)(W;~)) E (W@W2@‘3)* 
satisjies the P (~2) -local grading-restriction condition. 
The other half of this result can be proved similarly. 
In fact much more has been proved. We have proved half of the following result on 
the associativity of intertwining operators: 
Theorem 14.8. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra, that all irreducible 
V-modules are R-graded and that V has one of the properties in Proposition 14.1. If V 
also has one of the properties in Proposition 14.7, then the intertwining operators for 
V have the following two associativity properties: 
( 1) For any modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and WS and any intertwining operators y, 
and Y2 of type ($&) and (w$,3,) respectively, there exist a module We and 
intertwining operators y3 and Y4 of type (,$,) and &,y&,> respectively, such 
that for any z1 , z2 E Cc satisfying (14.7)) (14.55) holds for any wt4) E Wi, 
W(I) E WI, w(2) E W2 and ~(3) E W3. 
(2) For any modules WI, WZ, W3, W4 and We and any intertwining operators Y3 
and Y4 of type ( wy&) and ( wy$3,) respectively, them exist a module Ws and 
intertwining operators Y1 and & of type ($$ and (,$&) respectively, such 
that for any zl, 22 E Cc satisfying (14.7), (14.55) holds for any wt4, E Wi, 
~(1) E WI, ~(2) E W2 ad w(3) E W3. 
Conversely, Zf the intertwining operators for V have one of the associativity properties 
above, then V has both of the properties of Proposition 14.7, and in particular, the 
intertwining operators for V have both of the associativity properties above. 
Proof. We need only to prove the second half of the result. Assume that the intertwining 
operators for V have the first associativity property in the theorem. For any V-modules 
WI, W2, W3, W4 and Ws, any nonzero complex numbers zt and z2 satisfying (14.7), 
any P( z1 )-intertwining map Fl of type ($,) and P( zz)-intertwining map Fz of type 
(,$J and any $4) E W& by the first associativity property and the isomorphism 
between the space of intertwining operators and the space of intertwining maps, there 
exist a V-module w6 and P( z1 - ZZ)- and P( zz)-intertwining maps Fs and F4 of type 
($&) and ($&) such that 
Y(F~;Z,F~)‘=Y(F~;F~,Z)‘. (14.62) 
We already know that for any wt4), y(F4; F~,Z)‘(W’(~)) satisfies the P(zl - zz)-local 
grading-restriction condition. So y( Fl; I, F2)‘( wt4)) also satisfies the P( ZI - zz)-local 
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grading-restriction condition. Similarly we can prove the second half when the inter- 
twining operators for V have the other associativity property. q 
Now we assume that ( 14.7) holds and that V is rational, that all irreducible V-modules 
are R-graded and that V has either one of the properties in Proposition 14.1 and also 
either one of the properties in Proposition 14.7. Thus V satisfies all the four properties 
in these propositions. 
We denote the graded space of all elements of (WI @ W2 @ W3)* satisfying the 
P ( zl, z2) -compatibility condition, the P (~1, ~2) -, the P (~2) - and the P ( ZI - z2)-local 
grading-restriction conditions by WP(~,,~~). 
The product of the P( z1 )-intertwining map Ixl~(~~) of type 
( 
WI &(Z,) (W2 Ryzz) w3> 
WI w2 &(z2) w3 ) 
and the P( zz)-intertwining map IxlpC,) of the type (w2~2p’$~w3) gives a linear map 
ql,Z2) from 
W~P(z,)W2 IxJP(z2) W3) = (Wl bya) (W2 RP(zz) W3) 1’ 
to (WI @ W2 8 W3)* such that 
ty;;‘,,,,,, (v) (W(l) @ W(2) @ W(3)) 
= (Yy W(1) G(n) (W(2) q Ya) W13)))W~ISlpcr,,(w2~pc,,w~) (14.63) 
for all Y E WI&J(,,)(W~ q P(,,) W3), ~(1) E WI, ~(2) E W2 and ~(3) E W3, where 
tql) q p(z,j (w(2) Ixl~(,~) w(3)) is the image of w(t) CZD w(2) @ w(3) under the product 
of •P(~,) and a~(,,). Since the images of elements of WI&(,,) (W;! 1xl~(~~) Ws  under 
lu$‘,,,,, satisfy the the P( zl, z2)-compatibility condition and the P(zI, z2)-, the P(zz)- 
and the P ( z1 - ~2) -local grading-restriction conditions, Y$~~,,Z2) is in fact a map to 
WPcr,,z2j. From the definitions of L&Z,,Z2) (0) and of YLC,1,,2jr we see that pki),,,,,) is 
also a graded linear map and we have 
( 14.64) 
(1) for all u E V. Thus the Image of PP~r,,Z2~ equipped with the vertex operator map Y~~,,,,~ 
is a V-module and ‘I’bii,,Z2) is a homomorphism of V-modules from WINPQ,) (W2 b(,,) 
w,) to this V-module. We now want to show that the image of @:)L,,Z2) is equal to 
(1) 
WP(z,.z*) and %(z,,z2) is an isomorphism of V-modules from W~IQ(~,) (W2 Ehy,) W3) 
to WP(z,,z,) * 
We shall show this by constructing a linear map (P&2))-1 from WP(~,.Z~) to 
w~Q,~~,) ( w~~XIP(~~) Ws) and showing that it is the inverse of f:\),,,,2). For any W(I) E WI 
and my A E WP(Z,,Z~)~ P::;,,, is in ~~~~~~~~ Ws by the P(zl , z&compatibility condition, 
the p ( zl, z2 ) -local grading-restriction condition and the P ( z2 ) -local grading-restriction 
condition. We define an element ($‘,,,,,,)-‘(A) E (WI @ (W2 EJP(~) W3))* by 
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(~~:)zI,z*) I-‘(4 (W(l) @ WI = bw~~?,,,)w2aP~z*,w, (14.65) 
for all w(1) E WI and w E W2 IX~P(~~) W3. By the P( z1,22) -compatibility condition and 
the P( zI, z2)-local grading-restriction condition for A, (P6:‘,,,,,, )-I (A) is in fact in 
wI~P~z,~(w2~P~zz) ~3 . Thus A H (@:i,,Z2,)-‘(h) defines a map (~$,,ZI))-’ from 
WP(z1.22) to W~P(z,)(W2 q (n) W3). 
For any A E WP(z,,z2), * 
. . (1) using the defimtlons of ?P,,Cz,,z2), (@~)L,,zz))-l, &c~,) and 
NP(+ we have 
‘Y~:),,,,)((~::)L,,22))-‘(A))(w~1) @w(z) @W(3)) 
= 
C(( ‘y~‘(),,,,z,r’~N’w(l) UP Pn(Y2) q w W(3)))W,~PCL,,(W2~P(,,W,) 
nE@ 
= CmP(rl)((~~1)2,,ZZ))-’ (N)(W(l, @‘pn(W(2) IxlPCz,, W(3))) 
nE@ 
= 
c ((~~~5,,2,,,-‘(A))(W(1) @‘pn(W(2) @P(n) W(3))) 
nEC 
= ~Rf(Y2~ q Yz*) w(3)),cL:1?(,))wIBplq~w3 
nEC 
= CP”(P:f;,,, 19 W(2) @P(n) W(3h&~,,W 
nE@ 
= 
c (~PP(z,,(pn(~~l?(l,)))(w(P) @W(3)) 
rlE@ 
= 
c (P”(cL!~~Jmw) @W(3)) 
flea: 
(1) 
= ~A,w,,, (W(2) @ W(3) > 
= A(w(I) @ ~(2) @w(3)), (14.66) 
proving 
q,,,, (~~:)L,.J’ = l. (14.67) 
Next we want to show that @.~~, z2) 
’ 
is injective. Let VI, ~2 be two elements of 
Krn~(,,)W2 Ixl~(~~) W3> such that 
w&,, Cm) = @‘,:,.,, (y2) 7 (14.68) 
that is, 
(“1-W) HP(Zl) (W(2) q P(z*) W(3)))W~~PCi,,(WZ~P(,,,W3) 
= h W(l) UP (W(2) QYz*) w(3)))w,BP(,,,(w*~P(r*,w~) (14.69) 
for all w(,) E W1, ~(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3. Let YI and Y2 be the intertwining 
operators of type 
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% %yZl) (W2 &(z*) W3) 
WI wz q f(,,, w3 > 
and cw !I wxw > 
z p(zz) 3 corresponding to the intertwining maps [XIP(~,) and E$Q(~~), respectively. 
Then (14.69) becomes 
(~,,~l(W(l)r~I)~2(W(2)~~2)W(3))W~~~~r,~(W~~~~,~W3) 
I x1=21, m=z2 
= (~2’2,~l(~(I),~I)~2(~(2),~2)~(3~~W~~9,~~1,(Wz~~~s,w3) I 
(14.70) 
x,=z,, x2=22 
By (14.39), both sides of 
series in er”szz of the form 
(14.70), or equivalently of ( 14.69), can be expanded as 
(14.71) 
where {mi}rcx+ is a sequence with of strictly increasing real numbers. For a multi- 
valued function f(z) which can be expanded as CiEZ+ aiemil’sZ in a neighborhood of 
0 with 0 deleted, we define Res, f( z ) to be a, if there is a positive integer iu such that 
mio = -1 and to be 0 if there is no such ia. Lemma 14.5 implies that Res, f(z) is well 
defined when {rn[}[,=Z+ is a sequence of strictly increasing real numbers. 
Let fi( z ) and fr( z ) be the multi-valued functions of z obtained from the left-hand 
side and the right-hand side, repectively, of ( 14.70) by replacing z2 be z. From the 
assumption that the product of a P( ZI )-intertwining map and a P (z )-intertwining map 
is convergent when 0 < Iz 1 < lzt 1, we see that fi (z ) and fr( z) are well-defined 
multi-valued functions of z when 0 < jz 1 < Iz~(. By the L( - 1 )-derivative property for 
intertwining operators, we see that ft(z) and f,.(z) are analytic when 0 < lzl < 1~11. 
Now we can apply Lemma 14.5 to fl( z ) and fr( z) since both can be expanded in 
the form of (14.71) with z2 replaced by z. By this lemma, the expansion coefficients 
Res, emlogzf~(z) and Res, eml’gzfi(z), m E Cc, of fi(z) and fr(z) are determined 
uniquely by fl(z) and fr(z), respectively. But f/(z) and fr(z) are equal. So their ex- 
pansion coefficients are also equal. Writing down these expansion coefficients explicitly, 
we obtain 
~vl~~l(W~l)~X~)(W(2))mW~3))W~~Op~,,~(W2IXI~~r2~W3) 
.+e”~r~, nE@ 
= (~2,~l(W(l),Xl)(W(2))mw(3))W~~ptrl)(W2~3P(r2~W3) I X+?“‘~~l* nEC 
or equivalently 
(14.72) 
(vl*w(l) q YZI) (w(2))mW(3)))W~~P~,,,(W2~P(12~W3) 
= Cv29 w(l) q YZI) (W(2))mw(3)))W,~~(II)(W2~~(12~W3) (14.73) 
for all m E Cc and all w(r) E WI, w(2) E W2 and w(3) E Ws. The conclusion VI = ~2 
which we need follows from the result below: 
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Lemma 14.9. The module W2 EQz2) W3 is spanned by the homogeneous components 
of the elements of WZ lZ&) W3 of the form w(2) &yz2) w(3), for all ~(2) E W2 and 
W(3) E w3. 
We shall prove this in the next section. 
We have shown that P$),,,,,) is injective. Combining this result with ( 14.53), we see 
that !Pj:‘,,,z,, is an isomorphism of V-modules from 
Wl&Yz,) (W2 by,, W3) 
Similarly, the iterate of the P(zt - z+intertwining map •~(~,-~2) of type 
( 
(WI HP(,,-z,) wz> q P(zz) w3 
Wl q P(z,-zd w2 w3 > 
and the P(a)-intertwining map [XJP(~) of type (w1’$,z1;;)w2) gives a linear map 
~&,) from 
(Wl q P(L,--Z2) w2mP(z2) w = ((WI HP(r,-z2) W2) q P(z2) W3)’ 3 
to(Wt@W2@W3)*suchthat 
$;,,,, (v) (W(l) @ W(2) @ w(3) 1 
= (v, (w(i) q P(z,-z~) W(2)) up W(~))(W,~JP(~,-~~~WZ)~P,~~~W~ (14.74) 
for all 
Z’ E (Wl HP(m) w2)~P(z2) w3, 
~(1) E WI, ~(2) E W2 and w(3) E W3, where (w(1) •P(~,-~~) w(2)) @PC,) ~(3 is the 
image of w(t) @ w(2) 8 w(3) under the iterate of (XIP(~,-~~) and L%IP(~~). We can show 
similarly that this map is in fact an isomorphism of V-modules from 
(Wl &(z,-zz) W:!)mP(zz)W3 
to WP(Zl,Z2) * 
Let 
A;;~;,.;;;~‘“’ : W, Ixl~(z,) (W2 IX~P(,) W3) - (WI q P(,,--~2) W2) q P(ZA W3 
. . (1) be the graded adJOlnt map of (yIp(z,,z2) (2) ) -* O vP(zl,z2)’ Then ~P(z,).P(z*) 
p(zl-Z2)~p(Z2) is an iso_ 
morphism and is called the associativity isomorphism for WI, W2 and W3 associated 
with (~(zt),P(z~);P(zl - z2),P(z2)). From (14.63) and (14.74), we obtain 
(v, ~;~~~;;;;~;(z2) W(1) q Pfz,) (W(2) UP w(3))))w,~P,,,,(w2~P(12~w3) 
= (ZJ. (W(i) q P(z,-z~) W(2)) q P(z2) W(~))(W~~P~,,-,,WZ)BP(,,W~ (14.75) 
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for all Y E (WI [XIP(~,-~~) w2)BP(z2)w3, ~(1) E WI, w(2) E W2 and w(3) f w3, where 
zq&-~(yyZ2) : Wl IxlP(z,) (W2 NP(z2) W3) - (WI q yz,-22) W2) q PCz2) w3 
is the unique extension of A~[::;$;~(‘*). Equivalently, we obtain 
-P(z1-z*)J7z*) 
dP(zMz2) (W(1) HP(z,) (W(2) NP(z2) W(3))) 
= (W(1) HP(z1-z2) W(2)) HP(z2) W(3) (14.76) 
for all W(I) E WI, w(2) E W2 and w(g) E Ws. 
We summarize what we obtained above in half of the following theorem: 
Theorem 14.10. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra, that all irre- 
ducible V-modules are R-graded and that V has one of the properties in Proposition 
14.1. Zf V also has either one of the properties in Proposition 14.7, then for any 
V-modules WI, W2 and W3 and any complex numbers z1 and z2 satisfying ( 14.7), 
there exists a unique isomorphism d~~t~<~~;~'" from WI Ixl~(~,) (W2 IZIP W3) to 
(WI IxIp(z1_z2) W2) [XIP(~~) W3 such that (14.76) holds for all W(I) E WI, w(2) E W2 
and w(3) E W3. Conversely, tf there exists such an isomolphism for any V-module WI, 
~2 and W3 and any complex numbers ZI and z2 satisfying ( 14.7), then V has both 
poperties in Proposition 14.7. 
Proof. We need only to show that if there exists such an isomorphism for any V-module 
WI, W;? and Ws and any complex numbers z1 and z2 satisfying (14.7), V has the first 
property in Proposition 
Let WP(Z,~rP~Z2~ be the subspace of (WI @ W2 18 W3)* consisting of elements atisfying 
the P( zr ~ 22) -compatibility condition, the P( zr , z2)-local grading-restriction condition 
and the P( .Q)-local grading-restriction condition and W p(zl-z2),p(z*) the subspace of 
(WI @ W2 @ W3)* consisting of elements atisfying the P( ZI, z&compatibility condi- 
tion, the P( z,, z2)-local grading-restriction condition and the P( ZI - z2)-local grading- 
restriction condition. Since products and iterates of intertwining maps give elements in 
Wp(,,),p(,,) and Wp(z~-z2)~p(z2), respectively, we need only to prove 
WP(z,).P(z*) = wP(z’-z*)*P(“) (= wp(z,,z*)). (14.77) 
(1) 
The maps pP(zl,z2) and c~~t’L,,z2) ) - ’ in this case are still well defined and are maps 
from 
W~P(z,) (W2 q P(z,, w3> 
to WP(,,LPC,,) and from WP(~~),P(~~) to 
W~P(z*)(W2 q P(z2) W3)r 
respectively, and they are still the inverses of each other. Similarly we have the maps 
1v.$&) and (q$)2,,Z2) ) -’ from 
(WI q P(Z,-~2) w&P(z2)w3) 
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(WI HP(zl-z,) w2)~P(z,,w3), 
respectively, and they are the inverses of each other. Let 
(~;~;;,~;;~(“))’ : (WI q p(z,-z2) w2)mP(z2)w3) - w1Qp(Z,)(w2 ‘p(z2) w3) 
be the graded adjoint of d~j::<$$'"". Then 
is an isomorphism from WP(z1-z2).p(z2) to WP(~,),P(~~). But on the other hand, by the 
. . (2) defimtions of ( ?PpCz,,z2) )-I and P(l) PCZ1,Z2) and (14.73, for any A E WP(z1-z2)rP(ZZ), 
as an element of (WI 63 W2 @ Ws)* is equal to A itself, Thus we have ( 14.77). Cl 
By Theorem 14.7 and this theorem, we obtain: 
Theorem 14.11. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra, that all ir- 
reducible V-modules are R-graded and that V has one of the properties in Propo- 
sition 14.1. Then for any V-modules WI, W2 and W3 and any complex numbers 
z1 and 22 satisfying (14.7), there exists a unique isomolphism d$::),$;~(z2) from 
WI q P(Z,) (W2 HP(~~) W3> to (WI •P(Z,-~~) W2) WP(~~) W3 such that (14.76) holdsfor 
all W(I) E WI, w(2) E WZ and w(3) E W3 if and only if the intertwining operators for V 
have the associativity properties in Theorem 14.7. 
15. Proofs of the lemmas in Section 14 
15.1. Proof of Lemma 14.2 
We prove only (14.9). The proofs of ( 14.8), (14.10) and (14.11) are similar. In the 
process of the proof, we shall see that both sides of ( 14.9) exist and are in fact rational 
functions as indicated. 
By the definition of the &function, the right-hand side of (14.9) is equal to 
c 22 +‘,x;l - X2)n(Z1 - z2ym-qx2 -Xl)m 
n,mEZ 
=&G (;) (~)z;Yz* - z2)-m-1Xgn+k(-l)tX~X~-I(-1)rX11 
3 , 
=“gz& (2) (T) 2 
(__l)k+lz-n-l czl _ Z2~-m-1X-n+kX~X~-I 
O * (15*1) 
9 . 
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The coefficient of the right-hand side of ( 15.1) in x&$x$ is 
z (” ; ‘> (’ - 5 + “> (_l)k+sZ;k+r-l(zl _ z*)--r+k-s-l 
=&‘)(“:- l)i;“‘-l(rl _Z2)-t+k-s-l 
= 5 (‘; l)z;‘i’-‘f$(zI - 22y+k-l 
= f-$(cz* -22)-‘-l 
* 1 (15.2) 
Since we have the inequality 1~21 > 1.~1 - 221, the right-hand side of ( 15.2) is absolutely 
convergent to 
$$((z* -z21-‘-lz;-1). 
* 1 
On the other hand, the left-hand side of (14.9) is equal to 
-n-‘(Q - Xl)nX;m-l (Xi’ - #J 
n,VEZ 
(15.3) 
= nzzs (“k> (;l)(-l)‘t’z;“‘z:x,-‘+k-m+l~~~~m-~. (15.4) 
7 7 
The coefficient of the right-hand side of ( 15.4) in .$&xi is 
c( 
-r+s+t+l+Z --t - 1 
IEN >( > 
( _ 1) s+lz;-s-‘-I-2z; 
+-G-4(-.; l+:z;-+-2z; 
= $-g(z;-lg (-‘; l)(-l)~z;~-“z:). (15.5) 
Since we also have the inequality IZI 1 > (~21, the right-hand side of (15.5) is absolutely 
convergent to ( 15.3)) proving ( 14.9). 
15.2. Proof of Lemma 14.3 
We prove only ( 14.36). The definition ( 14.18) can be written as 
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z;‘s(x~‘z; “2) 
(21 - 22)48(5=) 
. r\.(~(ew+_x;)-uO> 
kXl)W(l) @J W(2) 8 W(3)) 
+ i;lg(+?; x2)x;q Zl - z - “2) 
* A(W(l) 8 Y2(eXOL(‘)(-n~)-L(0)U,X2)W(2) @W(3)) 
. WW(l) 69 W(2) c3 Y3(eXOL(‘)(-x~)-L(0)U,X01)W(3)) (15.6) 
On the both sides of ( 15.6)) first replacing u by 
and then taking Res,;,, we obtain 
(Zl - z2) -9(Z) 
. n(~(e”;‘L’l’(-x~)L’Ot 
kXl)W(l) @‘w(Z) @W(3)) 
+ x_ls Cl - z2 -x2 
1 ( Xl ) 
* NW(I) 8 y2(~*~‘~~1~(-x~)L~o~~,x2)w~2~ go wc3)) 
. ~((_x~)~‘O’e-““L”‘~~~‘~~l~(_x~~~~o~ 
uvxo) 
)) 
A (w(l) 69 ~(2) @w(3)) 
+ Res,;l x;‘&( z2 ;,“’ )x;‘fi( X2 - ‘z: - z2)) 
. NW(I) @w(2) 8 Y3(eX~‘L(1)(-x:)L(0)~,x~1)w~3)). (15.7) 
By the definition of TP(~,__~~) and (15.7), 
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. y,((_X~)~~~~,-xo~~l~~x;‘L~1~(_ (W(1) @W(2) c3 W(3)) 
* NW(l) 8 W(2) 63 Y3(e”;1L”)(-X~)~(0)V,~~1)W(3)). (15.8) 
Note that the right-hand side of ( 15.8) exists. Since A satisfies the P( zt , zz)-compatibil- 
ity condition, the right-hand side of (15.8) is equal to 
XI -‘a ( x2 - (Zl - z2) X1 ) Res*$ (6?& (X3( “:; “) 
. ~((-x~~~~~~~-~~~~‘~~~~‘~~l~(-x~)~~~~~,xo))A)(W~1) @ WC2) @ WC3)) 
+ q’s X2 - (z1 - z2) 
Xl ) 
Res,;l x;t6( *) 
- NW(l) @W(2) c9 ~(e~~-‘~(~)(-x~)~‘o’u,x~‘)w~3)) (15.9) 
Taking ResX, in (15.9) and then multiplying it by ~1’6 ( x2-(~~-z2~), weobtain (15.9) 
itself. But by the calculations (15.8)-( 15.9), (15.9) is equal to the left-hand side of 
(15.8). So we see that the left-hand side of (15.8) is equal to 
X,9 ( x2 - (Zl - z2) Xl ) (7P(Z,-r,)(Y1(U.n;l)LLI,Wc3, (2) )(W(l) @W(2)) 
=x-ls x2 - (Zl - z2) 
1 ( Xl ) 
(YP(r,-q)(U,X;1)~~~~(3))(W(1) @W(2)), (15.10) 
proving ( 14.36). 
15.3. Proof of Lemma 14.4 
Since the vertex operator algebra is rational, the modules WI, WZ and W, can be 
decomposed as direct sums of finitely many irreducible modules. Let 
(15.11) 
i=l 
w2&!p, (15.12) 
i=l 
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w&hp 
i=l 
(15.13) 
where MI’), . . . , M!‘), Mi2’, . . . , Mi2) and Mi3’, . . . , Mj3’ are irreducible V-modules. 
Let qi, qj and Q be the projections from W2 to Mi, from W3 to Mj and from W2 IXI W3 
to Mk, respectively, for any positive integers i, j and k less than or equal to r, s and t, 
respectively. Then for such i, j and k, it is clear that ~7k o y o (vi @qj) is an intertwining 
operator of type (Myh,). Moreover, we have 
Y=~~~,k”Yo(,i@ll,l. (15.14) 
i=l j=l k=l 
Since vk 0 Y 0 (vi @ r]j), 1 5 i < r, 1 < j 2 s, 1 < k 5 2, are intertwining operators 
among irreducible modules, there exist complex numbers hijk, 1 < i 5 r, 1 5 j 5 s, 1 < 
k 5 t, such that r]k 0 YO (vi @.T7j) are in fact maps from Mi @ Mj to xhijkhfk [ [x,x-’ ] 1, 
1 I i 5 I, 1 2 j L s, 1 I k 5 t (see [l] ). Also if all irreducible V-modules are 
R-graded, hijk, 1 5 i 5 r, 1 5 j 5 s, 1 5 k 2 t, are in fact real numbers. These facts 
together with (15.14) prove the first part of Lemma 14.4. 
15.4. Proof of Lemma 14.5 
We have 
e-m~(loglel+iargz) 
f(z)=Cw 
(ml-ml)(loglzl+iargz) 
IEZ, 
where 
=al + e(mz-ml)(~ogIzl+iargz)g(Z) 9 (15.15) 
g(z) = c 
ale(m~-m2)(loglzI+iargz) (15.16) 
KZ+\{l) 
Since CIEZ+ ~~p~(l~glzl+iWZz) converges absolutely to f( z ), the right-hand side of 
( 15.16) converges absolutely to a multi-valued function g( z ) . Since ml, 1 E Z+, are 
real, the absolute convergence of ‘&+ ulemr(‘oslzl+itis z, when 1 z 1 is small means that 
ClE4 Me md’“glz 1) l is convergent when I z I is small. Thus 
c l4le (rwm2)(loglzl) I (15.17) 
IEZ+ 
is also convergent when JzI is small. Since ml L mp, 1 E Z+ \ (l}, we see that the limit 
of (15.17) when IzJ --) 0 exists. In particular, (15.17) is bounded. Since 
lMz)l=j c ule(m~-m2)(logIzl+iargz) 
EZ+\{ll 
I 
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2 c lal(le(T’-mZ)(‘OglZI)I, 
G+\{l) 
(15.18) 
we see that g(z) is also bounded. Taking lim~,~+o onboth sides of ( 15.15), we obtain 
a1 = limlz 1-0 e -m*(*o~~z~+i~z)f(~). So al is uniquely determined by f(z) and ml. 
Using induction, we can show that for any 1 E Z +, al is uniquely determined by f( z ) 
andml,...,ml. 
We now show that {rnl}lEz+ is uniquely determined by f(z). Assume that there is 
another sequence {n[)lE~+ of strictly increasing real numbers uch that f( z ) can be 
expanded as .&z+ ~#~@JsIzl+i~sz). If {m[}lEZ+ and {nr}~~z+ are different, we can 
find la such that ml, # q, but ml = q, 1 < lo. Let 
f”(z)= c blem(loglzl+iargz) (15.19) 
IEZ+\{l.....lo-I) 
Since f(z) is also equal to CIEZ+ ~rP~(‘~sI~l+~*~) and ml = nr, I < lo, we have 
f”(z) = c w mr(loglzl+iq!z) (15.20) 
IEZ+\{l,....lo-1) 
Assume that rnb < nl,. By the discussion above we see that 
blo = lim ~-n~(logIzl+i~z)J(z). 
Izl--10 
(15.21) 
But by ( 15.20) and the assumption ml0 < nf,, we see that the right-hand side of ( 15.21) 
does not exist. Contradiction. So {rnl}l,=z+ and {nl}l~~+ are equal. 
15.5. Proof of Lemma 14.6 
For any w E WI [X]P(~,-~~) W2, 
is an element of ( WIJ, 8 W3)*. We want to show 
By (15.6) and (15.7) with A = r(4;Z,F2)(tic4)), we have 
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. yt( ( _x~)uo)e-~ou’) 
~.xo~)~Y~~l;z~F2~~~w)(~)~~)~w(l~ 69 W(2) @W(3)) 
+x;ls(~2~2*~1)(Y(~l;z,F2~I(w~~~~~~w(,~ @W(2) ~Y(LJ,x~1)w~3)) 
= z;‘s(xC1l, “2) Res,;, (T$,,s,(x;9( xi;; “) 
. I;‘( ( _x~)Uo)e--xoU1) 
~I~o))(Y(~l;~,F2)‘(w;4))))(w(l) @W(2) @W(3)) 
+ z2ys(x~1z; “2) Rey x33(z2 - $) 
. (Y(Fl;I,F2)‘(w;4)))(w(*) @W(2) c+Y(U,X~‘)W(3)). (15.23) 
By (14.14), the definition of y(Fl; I, F2)’ and the definitions of ~p(~,,~~) andp,!,?, the 
left-hand side of (15.23) is equal to 
x;*s( “:; Z2) 
* (y(F,;z,F2)‘(y4)((-x~)~(O)e-~o~(~) wo)w’(q))))tw(I) 8 W(2) @W(3)) 
+ x;ls( Z2 --:“‘, (Y(~l;~,~z)‘(w;~)))(w(l) @W(2) @ Y(U,X(7’)W(3,) 
(15.24) 
On the other hand, taking ResXl in ( 15.8) with A = y( Z$ ;I, Fz) (w)(~)), replacing u in the 
result by (-~;~)~(~)e-~;‘~(~) u and then multiplying the result by z;‘S( xi’ - xz/zz), 
we obtain 
. cL~lr,;l,F*)‘(w;~)),w~)) (w(1) @ wm) > 
= z;‘S( ‘“li, “‘) Resql ($‘,,.,,(x;‘S( e) 
. Y’( ( _x~)uo)e-~oul) 
f ~~~o))(Y(~l;~,~2)‘(w;4))))(w(l) @W(2) @W(3)) 
+ r;16( Xilr; “2) Res,;, x;‘S(z2 - 9 
. (Y(Fl;z,Fz>‘(w;1)))(w(l) B’(2) ~y(~J~1)w(3)). (15.25) 
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From the calculations (15.23)-( 15.25), we obtain 
(15.26) 
This formula is equivalent to ( 15.22). 
15.6. Proof of Lemma 14.9 
Assume that the module spanned by the homogeneous components of the elements 
of W2 E&J Ws of the form w(2) [xl~(~~) w(s) for all w(2) E W2 and w(s) E Ws is WO. 
We want to show that WC, = W2 Ixlp(,) Ws. 
If not, the quotient module 
w = (W2 q yzz) W3)lWo (15.27) 
is nontrivial. Let Pw be the projection from W2 •XP(~~) W3 to W. Since W is nontrivial, 
Pw is a nontrivial module map. By proposition 12.3 in 171, 77 --+ ?j 0 E~P(~~) is a linear 
isomorphism from the space of module maps from W2 1xl~(~~) Ws to W to the space 
of P(z2)-intertwining maps of type &$J. Thus FW 0 E!&) is a nontrivial P(zz)- 
intertwining maps of type ($J . But since the image of [XJP(~~) is in mc, 7~ o l&(,,) 
is the trivial map. We have a contradiction. 
16. Sufficient conditions for the existence of assoeiativity isomorphisms 
In Section 14, we have constructed the associativity isomorphisms for P( .)-tensor 
products under the assumption that the vertex operator algebra has the properties in 
propositions 14.1 and 14.7. We have shown that these properties are in fact also neces- 
sary conditions for the existence of the associativity isomorphisms. In this section, we 
give some sufficient conditions for a vertex operator algebra to have the properties in 
propositions 14.1 and 14.7. For concrete vertex operator algebras, for example, the ver- 
tex operator algebras associated to Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models and minimal 
models, instead of proving the properties in propositions 14.1 and 14.7, we can prove 
the sufficient conditions given in this section. 
Let V be a rational vertex operator algebra having the property that all irreducible 
V-modules are R-graded. Then any V-module must also be l-graded, that is, the weight 
of an element in a V-module is always a real number. 
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Given any V-modules WI, WZ, Ws, W4 and W5, let Yi, Y2, Ys and Y4 be intertwining 
operators of type (w!$5 ) , ($&), (w,!$2) and &,!!&) , respectively. Consider the following 
conditions for the product of Yt and Y2 and for the iterate of & and Y4, respectively: 
Convergence and extension property for products. There exists an integer N (de- 
pending only on YI and Yz.), and for any w(1) E WI, w(2) E W2, w(3) E W3, w14) E W& 
there exist j E N, ri, si E W, i = 1,. . . , j, and analytic functions fj( z ) on 1.z 1< 1, 
i= ,. 1 . . , j, satisfying 
wtw(l) + wtw(2) + si > N, i= ,..., 1 j, (16.1) 
such that 
(w;,),YI(w(l),~Z)YZ(w(2)~~2)w(3))W~ ( 16.2) x1=21. xz=zz 
is convergent when (zi 1 > I z2( > 0 and can be analytically extended to the multi-valued 
analytic function 
kZ;1(ZI -Z21stfi(~) 
i=l 
when jzzl > Izi - ~21 > 0. 
Convergence and extension property for iterates. There exists an integer fi (depend- 
ing only on Y3 and Yd, and for any W(I) E WI, w(2) E W2, w(3) E w3, wi4) E IV;, 
there exist k E N, Pi, Si E W, i = 1,. . . , k, and analytic functions fi (z ) on I z ) < 1, 
i= 1,. . . , k, satisfying 
wt W(2) + wt W(3) + q > m, i = l,r..,k, ( 16.4) 
such that 
is convergent when 1~21 > 
valued analytic function 
)w(2)9x2)w(3))w4 x~~z,_z* x*=z2 (16.5) 
I zi - ~2) > 0 and can be analytically extended to the multi- 
k 
c 
i=I 
when JzrI > 1221 > 0. 
Remark 16.1. If V is rational, we can always choose j, ri, Sip i = 1, 
i= ,.. 1 . , j, such that 
Ti + Si = A, i= ,...,J, 1 . 
(16.6) 
,j, and Hz), 
(16.7) 
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where 
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d = wtW(1) + wtW(2) + wtW(g) - wtw;4>. (16.8) 
Similarly, for the convergence and extension property for iterates, we can always choose 
k,i$,$,i=l,..., k,andfi,i=l,..., k,suchthat 
?i+Si=d, i=l,...,k. ( 16.9) 
If for any V-modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and Ws and any intertwining operators Yt and 
3’2 of the types as above, the convergence and extension property for products holds, 
we say that the products of the intertwining operators for V have the convergence 
and extension property. Similarly we can define what the iterates of the intertwining 
operators for V have the convergence and extension property means. 
We also need the following concept: If a generalized V-module W = UnEC WC,,) 
satisfies the condition that WC,) = 0 for n whose real real part is sufficiently small, we 
say that W is a lower-truncated generalized V-module. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section: 
Theorem 16.2. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra and that all irre- 
ducible V-modules are R-graded. Also assume that V satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1) Every finitely-generated lower-truncated generaliz.ed V-module is a V-module. 
(2) The products or the iterates of the intertwining operators for V have the conver- 
gence and extension property. 
Then V has all the properties in Propositions 14.1 and 14.7. 
Proof. By the convergence and extension property, V has the properties in Proposition 
14.1. By Proposition 14.7, we need only to prove that V has the first property in 
Proposition 14.7, that is, for any V-modules WI, W2, W3, W4 and Ws, any z1 and 
z2 satisfying ( 14.7) and any P( ZI )- and P( z2)-intertwining maps Ft and FZ of the 
types as above, the product ~(4; Z, F2) of Fl and F2 satisfies the P(zl - zz)-local 
grading-restriction condition. 
By assumption, there exist j E N, ri, si E Cc, i = 1, . . . , j, and analytic functions f i( z ) 
on IzI < 1, i= l,..., j, satisfying (16.1) and (16.7) such that when lztl > Iz2( > 0, 
(14.1), or equivalently (14.4), is absolutely convergent and it has an analytic extension 
in the region 1~21 > (~1 - zz[ > 0 of the form 
i 
c 
Cl 
erilogz*erilO~(z~-z*lfi(~) (16.10) 
for any homogeneous w{~) E Wi, w(i) E Wt, ~(2) E W2 and ~(3) E W3. Expanding ft, 
i= I , . . . , j, we can write (16.10) as 
(16.11) 
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For any n E @, let 
a”(W;4),W(l),W(z),W(3)) = c Cim(W~4),W(l)rW(Z)rW(3)). 
--ri+m- l=n 
Then (16.11) can be written as 
&(W;4) ,W(l)rW(Z),W(3))e (A+n+l)log(r1-22)~(-n-l)logr2 
nE@ 
If n E C satisfies 
n+---ri+m-1 =-d+Si+m-1 
for any i, 1 5 i 5 j, and any m E PI, then by definition 
Qn(W~4).W(l),W(2),W(J)) =o. 
Since m 2 0, by (16.1), (16.7) and (16.14) we see that for n E @, if 
n + 1 + wt wi4) - wt w(s) < N, 
(16.15) holds. 
When (14.7) holds, 
can(&) .+“(l),W(2),W(3)k (-A+n+l)log(zrzz)e(-n-l)logzz 
nEC 
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(16.12) 
(16.13) 
(16.14) 
(16.15) 
(16.16) 
(16.17) 
converges absolutely to (14.1) or (14.4). From the definition, we see that the series 
(16.17) is of the form (14.50) as a function of 22. For wi4) E Wi and w(3) E Ws, let 
A(w;~), w(3)) E (Wi @ W2)* be defined by 
P”b&)rW(J))(W(l) @‘w(Z)) =u”(w;,),w(l),W(Z),W(3)) (16.18) 
for all w(1) E WI and w(2) E W2. By definition the series 
c Pn(w;4),w(3))e 
(A+n+l)log(zr-z2)e(-n-l)logzz 
WZEC 
is absolutely convergent to ~~)F,;~,~*),(w;,,~,~~~~ and is indexed by sequences of strictly 
increasing real numbers. To show that y( Ft; I, F2)‘(w’14)) satisfies the P( zt - z+local 
grading-restriction condition, we need to calculate 
and its weight for any r E N, ~1,. . ,ur E Y ml,. . . ,mr E Z, n E C, where 
(ul)m,.. . . , (u,),, ml,. . .,m, E Z, are the components of YL(,,_,,) (~1, x), . . ., 
Y’ P(z, _z2) (vrr x), respectively, on (WI @ WZ) *. For convenience, we instead calculate 
(uT)ln, *+:)m,Pn(w;‘$), W(3)), 
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where (zJT)~~, . . . , C$>,. w , . . . , m, E Z, are the components of the opposite ver- 
tex operators YiTZ, _ztj (~l’~)‘...,y~;zI_zz,(u,,~>, respectively. By the definition of 
Y;~,,_,,~(w) and 
we have 
(y~I,_z,)(~,~)P,(~;,,,~(3)))(~(l) @ 92)) 
=Res,(a - 22)-lg(~)(Pn(W~q)rW~3)))(~(U,y)W~I) @w(2)) 
+ uMw;4pq3)H(w(I) @ E2(h~bq21) 
=Res,(zl - 22)-‘~(~)~~(w;4),~(~,y)w~t),w~2~,wC3,) 
+a,(W;4),W(l),Y2(~,X)W(*)rW(3)). (16.19) 
On the other hand, since (16.17) is equal to ( 14.4) when ( 14.7) holds, we have 
Res,(zl - z2)-‘tfs) CU,(W~~~,~(u,Y)w(l),w~2~~W~3)) 
rE@ 
. ,(A+r+l)l~g(z~--z2),(-r-~)logzz 
+ CGCW;4)rW(l) ,fi(by)W(2),W(3)b 
(A+r+l)log(z1-zz),(-r-I)logzz 
rE@ 
=Res,(zl -z~)-‘~(~)(w;~~,~~(~(u,Y)W~~~,X~) 
. MWwrX*M3))W4 xl=z, x2=z2 
+ (W;,,,~l(W~l,~~l)~2(~(~~~)~(2),~2)~(3))W~ 
m=z1 I x2=22 
=Res,(xl -x~)-~~(~)(~~~,.~~(~(~,Y)W~~~,XI) 
* Y2(W(2)rX2)W(3))W4 
x1=z1, x2=22 
+ (W;,,,Y~(W(l),Xl)Y2(Y2(U,X)W(2)rX2)W13))W4 
I 
( 16.20) 
XI=Zl, x2=22 
Using the Jacobi identity for the intertwining operators Y, and 33, the right-hand side 
of (16.20) is equal to 
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(W;+?(hx - ~2)~1(~(1)~~1)~2(~(2),~2)~(3))W~ x,=zl x2=z2 I , 
- (W;4),yl(W(l)rX1)Y5(U,X --2)y2(w(2),x2)w(3))W4 
x,=z, > m=zz 
’ y2(w(2).x2)w(3))W4 
x,=z, > x*=72? 
- Res,x-‘S(~)(w;,,,Yl(w(l,,xl) 
’ Y2(w(2),x2)y3(u,Y)w(3))W4 
x,=z, * x*=z* 
=Res,x-‘6(~)(w;,,,y4(u,y)Y~(w(~).x~) 
. ~2(“+‘W~X~)WWh’~ x,=z, x2=z2 
- Res, x-‘S(y) Res,,x~(w;,),Yl(wcl),xl) 
. Y2(w(2),x2)~(~,Y)w(3))W, 
x,=z, , xz=zz 
ThLlS 
Res,(zl - ~2) 
* Car(w;4) ,~(u,y)w(1),w(2),w(3))e (A+r+l)log(r~-zz)e(-r-‘)‘ogzz 
rEc 
+ Ca,(w;,),w(l),~(o,y)w(2),w(3))e 
(A+r+l)log(z~-zz)e(-r-l)log.?z 
rEC 
=Res,x-‘S(~)(w;,,,Y(u,y)Yl(w(l,,xl) 
‘YZ~‘(~)VX~)W(~))W~ 
XI”ZI, xz=zz 
-Res,x-lS(y) Res, x!J’(w&, YI (w(l), x1 1 
’ Y2(w(2),x2)y(~,Y)w(3))W~ 
x,=z,, xz=zz 
= ~g-l)~(~)x -"*-'x:(w(4),~m-lY,(w(*),x1) 
(16.21) 
* Y2(W(2)9x2)W(3h4 x,_z, x2=z2 
- 9 
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* &(w(2)~~2hw(3))W4 
I xt=z1. xz=zz 
= ~~&#(+-nt-l C~,(U:_IW~~).W(~)~W(~),W(~)) 
mEZ 220 red: 
. e(A+r+l)log(zl-zz)e(l-r-l)logzz 
- ~~(-l)‘+m y X-m-‘Car(u~_lw;4),w(l),w(2t.w(3)) 
rnEZ I>0 0 red: 
I e(A+r+l)log(z~-z~)~(-m+[-r-l)lOgzz. (16.22) 
The intermediate steps in the equality (16.20) hold only when ( 14.7) holds. But since 
both sides of ( 16.22) can be analytically extended to 1221 > IZI - ~21 > 0, they are equal 
when 1~21 > (ZI - zz( > 0. By Lemma 14.5, the coefficients of both sides of (16.22) in 
powers of e*Oszz are equal, that is, 
- yx(-l)‘+m ; X-m-‘Un+m-I(U~-~W;4),W(1),W~2),W(3)). (16.23) 
m&Z 120 0 
By (16.17) and (16.23), we obtain 
(~~p”(w;4),w(J)))(w(l) @W(2)) 
- 
c (-l)‘+m ‘; (Pn+m-I(W;4)rUIW~3)))(W(l),W~Z)). 
0 
( 16.24) 
120 
By induction, 
cc4>m, ...(Uf)m,P”(W;4)rW~3))(Wl) @W(2)) 
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=c c c 
(_l)‘l+...+‘,+(mii+,+l)+...+(ml,+l) 
iEN jl>...>ji, ji+l>...>j, l~,....l,>O 
{jl,...,j~}=(1,...,~} 
213 
’ (y ) * * ’ (y) (Pn+mi,+,...+mj,+I*+...+li--li+l-...-l, 
* ((v~~)t?tj,-l) * . . (Uj: > mj, -liW[4) 9 Qi+l ***Q,w(3)))(w(I) @W(2)) (16.25) 
for any ml,..., m, E Z and any Q,..., u,. E V. Taking v = w and m = 1 in (16.24), 
we have 
~~lp(~,_2*)~~~Pn~~;4,~~c3,~~~~~1, @W(2)) 
= (Pn(L’(O)W;4),W(3)))(W(l) 8 W(2)) 
- (pn+l(~‘(l)w;4),w(3)))(w(l) 8 W(2)) 
- (pn(w;4),L(o)w(3)))(w(l) @ W(2)) 
+ (pn+l(w;4,,L(-1)w(3)))(w(l) @W(2)). ( 16.26) 
when 1~11 > [ZZ~ > lzol > 0 where zo = ZI - ~2, 
- Ca,(L’(1)W;4),W~1),W(2)~W(3))e 
(A+n+l)log(zl-zz)e(-n-l)logzz 
tZEC 
+C~.(W;,),W(~),W(Z),L(--~)W~~))~ 
(A+n+l)log(zl-zz)e(-n-l)logZz 
nEC 
= -(L’(1)W;4)rYl(W(1),Xl)Y2(W(2)rX2)W(3))W~ xl=zz+u) XZ=zZ 
+ (W;4,,Y,(w~l~,nl)Y2(w~2).~2)~(-1)w~3~)W~~~,=~~+~ x2=zZ* (16.27) 
By the commutator formula for L( -1) and intertwining operators and the L( - l)- 
derivative property for intertwining operators, the right-hand side of ( 16.27) is equal 
to 
-w4v dxl %Y ( 1 w~l),xt))Y2(w(2).X2)W(3)))w~ x,=z2+Lo xz=zz 
- (w;4),Yl(w(l)Jl) ~(Y2(w(2,,x2)w,3,))WII 
xl=zz+z& x2=zz 
W;4p (Yl(W(l)rXl)Y2(W(2),X2)W(3)))W4 X,=L2+Z0 x2=z2 > 
a =-- 
az2 E u~(w{~), w(l , w(2), w(3))e(A+n+1)10gzoe(-n-1)‘ogz2 > 
nE@ 
=- c C--n - l)a,(w;,),w(l),w~2),w(3))e (A+n+l)logzoe(-n-2)10gz2 , (16.28) 
nEC 
where & is the partial derivation with respect o z2 acting on functions of .QI and ~2. By 
the calculations from (16.27) to (16.28), the left-hand side of (16.27) and the right- 
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hand side of (16.28) are equal when (14.7) holds. Since they both can be extended to 
1.~21 > 121 - 221 > 0, they are equal when 1221 > IZI - ~2) > 0. By Lemma 14.5, their 
coefficients in powers of e*‘szz are equal. Thus 
-(Pn+l(L’(-W;q *W(3)))(W(l) @ W(2)) 
+ (Pn+l(W;4,rL(-l)W~3)))(W(*) @W(2)) 
= --a,+l(L’(-1)W;q),W(1),W(Z),W~3)) 
+a,+l(W;4),W(l),W(2),L(--1)W(J)) 
= (n+ l)a,(W;4),W(1),W~2),W(3)) 
= (n + Wn(w;4p W(3))(W(l) @W(2)). ( 16.29) 
Substituting ( 16.29) into ( 16.26), we have 
(~‘,(,,-,,)(~)P~(~;,,~~~3~))(~~1) @W(2)) 
= (wtw;q +n+ 1 -wtW~3))(P,(W;4),W(3)))(W(,) B’(2)) (16.30) 
for any w(1) E WI and w(2) E W2. Thus fl,,( w[~), w(g)), n E Cc, are weight vectors when 
~(3) and w[~) are homogeneous and their weights are wt wldl + II + 1 - wt w(3). By 
(16.23) we see that (UT),, ~~~(u~)~&,(w{~,, w(g)), II E Cc, are weight vectors when 
Q,..., urV ~(3) and wi4) are homogeneous and their weights are 
-(wtu~-m~-l)-~~~-(wtv,-~m,-l)+wtw;4~+~+1-wtw~3~.(16.31) 
By the definition of Pn(wi4,, w(g)), /J(w[~), w(3)) = 0 when 
wt Pn ( w;~), w(3) ) = wt w;~) + n + 1 - wt w(3) 5 N. 
Thus by (16.25) 
(u;),, * * * (hd3n(w;4,9w(3)) =o 
when wt(u;L, ...(u,*)~,P~(w;~,,w(~)) I iv. (16.32) 
For fixed n E C, w(3) E Ws and wi4) E Wi, let Wpn(W;qj,Woj) bethe smallest graded space 
containing pn( w[~), w(3)) and stable under the action of Y~z,_,zj or equivalently un- 
der Y&z$ Then ( 16.32) shows that the homogeneous subspace (W~.(,,J,,,,,~~,) )(I
of a fixed weight 1 E Cc of WP,~,,.;,,,~~~, ) is 0 when 1 is sufficiently small. Since 
y( FI ; I, F2)‘( wt4) satisfies the P (~1, ZZ) -compatibility condition, by the proof of the 
equality ( 14.5 1 ), p,, satisfies the P (~1 - ~2) -compatibility condition. Thus Wpn c,,,;~, ,wc3j ) 
is a finitely-generated lower-truncated generalized module. By assumption, it is in fact 
a module. This proves that for any IZ E Cc, /?” ( w[~), w(3)) satisfies the P(zl - z2)-local 
grading-restriction condition. So pn ( wi4), w(3)) is an element of W~IX+(,,_,,)W~. Since 
fi,,( wt4), w(s)), n E Cc, are all elements of WIIIP(~,_~~) W2, it follows that the element 
Y(FI;LFz)‘(w;,,) of (WI@ w2 @ w3 > * satisfies the P ( ZI - 22) -local grading-restriction 
condition. Cl 
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Combining Theorems 14.10 and 16.2, we obtain: 
Theorem 16.3. Assume that V is a rational vertex operator algebra and that all irre- 
ducible V-modules are R-graded. Also assume that V satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1) Every jinifely-generated lower-truncated generalized V-module is a V-module. 
(2) The products or the iterates of the inferfwining operators for V have the conver- 
gence and extension property. 
Then for any V-modules WI, WZ and W3 and any complex numbers ZI and z2 satisfying 
( 14.7), there is a unique isomorphism d$::~~$~('*) from WI IHP(~,) (W2 q %yzz) W3) 
to ( Wl !&~,,_,,) W2) IxlpCZ2) W3 such that (14.76) holds. 
We now would like to know when every finitely-generated lower-truncated generalized 
V-module is a module. We consider the following conditions for V: 
Condition A. The vertex operator algebra V satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1) V is finitely generated by ~1, . . . , Uk E V. 
(2) For any il,. . . , i, E Z satisfying 1 5 il ,..., i,Ikandanynl,..., n,EC,the 
operator 
(oil)nl ’ * ’ (%,,)n, (16.33) 
on V can be written as a linear combination of the operators 
(uj,)l,.+l,)~,, p>O, 1 Ijt, . . . . jP 5 k, II,..., lp EC, (16.34) 
having the property that there exist integers p1 and pz satisfying 0 5 p1 5 p2 5 p 
such that 
WtUj,-l*-l<O, l<j<pl, 
WtVjq-lq-l>O, pl<j<p2, 
WtUjq-12q-1100, pz<jIp. 
(16.35) 
(3) For any lower-truncated generalized V-module W generated by w E W, the 
subspace of W spanned by the elements of the form 
(&l)nl * * * (Ui,)n,W, wtUi* - nt - 1 = . * * = WtUi, - 111 - 1 = 0 (16.36) 
is finite-dimensional. 
Proposition 16.4. Let V be a vertex operator algebra satisfying Condition A. Then 
every finitely-generated lower-truncated generalized V-module W is a module. 
Proof. We can assume that W is generated by one element w. It is clear from the 
Condition A that given any n E C, there are only finitely many elements in WC”) of the 
form (16.34) satisfying (16.35). So W is a module. Cl 
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Combining this proposition with Theorem 16.3, we obtain: 
Theorem 16.5. Let V be a rational vertex operator algebra. Assume that V satisfies the 
Condition A, that all irreducible V-modules are R-graded and that the products or the 
iterates of the intertwining operators for V have the convergence and extension property. 
Then for any V-modules WI, W2 and W3 and any complex numbers z1 and 22 satisfying 
(14.7), there is a unique isomolphism d~[E~~$;~(z*) from WI Qz,) (W2 EIP(~~J W3) 
to (WI &~,,_,,) W2) !ZJP(~~) W3 such that (14.76) holdsfor any w(1) E WI, w(2) E W2 
and w(3) E W3. 
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